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Letter from the executive board

Greetings delegates,

As the executive board for the anime committee, it is our pleasure to welcome you to the Anime
committee at Rockwell MUN 2022.  We hope that the delegates in this committee will be able to
work and collaborate together to come up with solutions to the current crisis the Naruto world is
facing which is at the heart of any anime committee. All of you delegates have been given
important portfolios within the context of this agenda and it is up to you to restore the peace and
well being of the world at large from the looming threat of the Akatsuki. The following
background guide is simply aimed at providing you with an overview of the important aspects of
the agenda. It should not be considered the starting and finishing point of your debate. Although
an anime committee, we expect the delegates to propose creative ideas and engage in productive
debate. We hope that all of you will treat this issue with the utmost seriousness and expect all of
you to be familiar with the agenda and the situation we are facing. For a more holistic
understanding of the agenda, we request you do further research on your own and go into depth
about the agenda. Please do not hesitate to contact us in case of any queries, we would be more
than happy to help you all out. As key figures in the Naruto world, we hope to see you all
effectively cooperate with each other and see fruitful and enjoyable debates the day of the
conference!

Chair: Sourish Reddy
Email ID: SourishReddy21@gmail.com
Phone number: 9951000344

Vice- chair: DV Nakshatra
Email ID: nakshatramani2002@gmail.com
Phone number: 6309020525

mailto:SourishReddy21@gmail.com


Introduction to the committee

The Anime committee being a fictional committee is different from your typical UN committees
in the sense that it is set in an alternate universe. For this Committee, we will be discussing the 5
Kage summit during white Zetsu's intervention in Naruto Shippuden. This means that during the
course of the conference, we will act as if we are all currently situated in the context of the naruto
world. So, please ensure that you act accordingly to the portfolios that you have been allotted in
the Naruto world.

Another aspect that sets the anime committee apart is that it is going to be a primary crisis-based
committee. In this committee, you will be able to take action on behalf of your character and
receive constant updates about the consequences of your actions. Unlike a typical UN committee
where there only exists policy-based debate, the anime committee will include two key aspects
namely debate and directives. We will follow the similar rules of procedure as a similar UN
committee with the exception of directives which will be explained in more detail during the
course of the conference.

Although it is an anime committee, we expect the delegates to not adopt a light-hearted approach
to the committee and encourage all of you to treat it as any other committee in order to have a
more fulfilling debate.

The debate and the situation in the committee will be ever-changing depending on the directives
and crisis updates given by the delegates, requiring you to think quickly on your feet and we
recommend everyone make themselves familiar with the naruto universe and the events thus far
so that the committee will be more productive and enjoyable.

Directives are commands or plans of action submitted by a delegate that outlines the current
actions that a delegate would like to undertake (which are explained below). The executive board
will be looking for ingenuity or creativity in the directives and solutions proposed as the entire
point of the simulation is to provide the delegates with the opportunity to be creative and propose
what solutions they deem fit.

We understand that this might be intimidating at first sight and must be new to most of you so we
have outlined some essential information below that will help you have a fruitful debate during
the conference. Please do not worry if you do not understand a particular aspect, the EB is there to
help you every step of the way and the rules of procedure will become easier to understand once
the committee has started.



Introduction to the Anime and agenda - Naruto Shippuden

Naruto is an anime/manga series that is based on the life story of Uzumaki Naruto, a loud,

hyperactive, adolescent ninja who constantly searches for approval and recognition, as well as to

become Hokage, who is acknowledged as the leader and strongest of all ninja in the village. The

series is set on a fictionalized Earth where people are born with innate, elemental chakra powers.

The world, as it exists, is divided into five global forces and some smaller countries. These

countries are named and organized around the dominant elemental trait of the people who live

there.

For example, the five great powers are named the Land of Earth, the Land of Wind, the Land of

Lightning, the Land of Water and the Land of Fire. The countries are ruled over by monarchs and

protected by a warrior class of ninjas who have honed their elemental powers. These armies are

maintained by training young people who show promise in hidden villages that double as

academies. The young ninjas are frequently called upon to perform tasks using their powers,

sustaining the village by earning money and building up their experience. In this world, we are

introduced to an impetuous young orphan with a chip on his shoulder: Naruto Uzumaki and his

journey of becoming the Hokage. In this journey, he learns many life lessons about friendships,

bonds, shinobi life, and many more human morals. Twelve years before the start of the series, the

Nine-Tails attacked Konohagakure destroying much of the village and taking many lives. The

leader of the village, the Fourth Hokage, sacrificed his life to seal the Nine-Tails into a newborn,

Naruto Uzumaki. Orphaned by the attack, Naruto was shunned by the villagers, who out of fear

and anger, viewed him as the Nine-Tails itself. Though the Third Hokage outlawed speaking

about anything related to the Nine-Tails, the children — taking their cues from their parents —

inherited the same animosity towards Naruto. In his thirst to be acknowledged, Naruto vowed he

would one day become the greatest Hokage the village had ever seen.

The lack of cooperation between the nations and the distrust between them has been a crucial

factor that has allowed threats to escalate. It is in such a situation that the 5 kage summit (五影会

談, Gokage Kaidan), known as The Gathering of the Five Kage (五影集結, Gokage Shūketsu) is

convened when there is a common problem affecting the shinobi world at large and has

consequences for all the nations. The last recorded and first 5 kage summit was called by the first
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hokage, Hashirama Senju, to discuss the power struggle between the 5 great nations and the

redistribution of the bijuu.

The current Five Kage Summit in the anime, is an arc from Part II of the series. This arc sees the

convening of a Kage Summit to discuss how to deal with Akatsuki, the international terrorist

group in the manga/ anime series.

TIMELINE

Freeze date: Freeze date refers to a point of time after which any of the events that have
taken place in anime will not have been considered to have happened in committee. The
committee will act as if it is in a fictional timeline that begins on the freeze date. The freeze date
is white zetsu’s intervention during the 5 kage summit. This means that white zetsu has just told
the committee that sasuke has broken into the sasuke summit and any events that have happened
afterwards will not be considered. The events that have happened so far have been provided in the
timeline below in a chronological order. The crisis updates given in committee will be considered
instead of the actual events that have taken place. So to summarize, the committee has just found
out of sasuke’s intervention at the summit and it is up to you delegates to decide what actions to
take in light of this information and how to address this issue.

Kazekage Rescue Mission
The Kazekage Rescue Team (風影奪還チーム, Kazekage Dakkan Chīmu, literally meaning:

Wind Shadow Rescue Team) is the primary response team assigned to rescue the Fifth kazekage

from Akatsuki.

Tenchi Bridge Reconnaissance Mission
The Tenchi Bridge Reconnaissance Mission (天地橋偵察任務, Tenchi-Kyō Teisatsu Ninmu,

literally meaning: Heaven and Earth Bridge Reconnaissance Mission), known as the

Long-Awaited Reunion (遥かなる再会, Harukanaru Saikai) in the anime, is an arc from Part II of

the series. This arc sees Team 7’s mission to the tenchi bridge to find Sasuke Uchiha.

https://naruto.fandom.com/wiki/Arc


Akatsuki Suppression Mission
This arc starts off following two Akatsuki members Hidan and Kakuzu as they hunt for tailed

beasts to further advance in their project and in the process, kill many people. Meanwhile, back in

the Hidden Leaf Village, teams are dispatched to find these two Akatsuki members and hunt them

down before they can cause anymore trouble. While all of this is happening, Kakashi teaches

Naruto about Chakra elements and Naruto trains in order to come up with a new jutsu of his own.

Itachi Pursuit Mission
The Itachi Pursuit Mission Arc marks an important shift in the point of view Naruto Shippuden

takes. The anime began to focus more on Sasuke around this part, as it showed both Sasuke and

Naruto's attempts to find Itachi. In this arc, Sasuke also formed the first iteration of Taka—a

group composed of Suigetsu Hozuki, Jugo, and Karin Uzumaki.

Tale of Jiraiya the gallant( Jiraya Vs Pain)
This arc sees Jiraiya's investigation of Pain's identity. Jiraiya notices that one of the Paths looks

just like Yahiko, and wonders if Pain is Yahiko or Nagato and why there are six Rinnegan

wielders; Pain, however, merely states that they are the Six Paths of Pain and attempts to finish

off Jiraiya. Using his Barrier: Toad Gourd Prison technique, Jiraiya is able to trap the Animal Path

and strike it with his Rasengan, knocking it into gastric acid. Before the Path dies, it manages to

stab Jiraiya through the arm and chest. As the Path's forehead protector falls off, Jiraiya notices a

scar and realises it is a man he fought once before. Wanting to discover more about Pain, Jiraiya

attempts to dismiss the Two Great Sage Toads, telling them to take the Animal Path's corpse to

Tsunade. Not wanting to leave him alone, Shima agrees to do it alone while Fukasaku stays with

Jiraiya.

Fated Battle Between Brothers
The Fated Battle Between Brothers (連命の兄弟対决, Unmei no Kyōdai Taiketsu), known as

Master's Prophecy and Vengeance (師の予言と復讐, Shi no Yogen to Fukushū) in the anime, is an
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arc from Part II of the series. This arc sees the battle between Sasuke Uchiha and his brother

Itachi. Following this battle, Sasuke learns the truth of konoha village and the uchicha clan.

Pain's Assault
Pain's Assault (ペイン強襲, Pein Kyōshū) was the attack on Konohagakure by the Akatsuki

leader, Pain, in search of Naruto Uzumaki, the host of the Nine-Tailed Demon Fox. The aftermath

of the battle With the villagers revived by Nagato's technique, Konan, having lost the only person

left she cared about, decided to leave the Akatsuki. She also promised that Amegakure would help

Naruto achieve his and Nagato's vision of peace. Though their ninja force was revived, the village

itself was left in ruin. How the neighbouring countries reacted to this attack is unknown. After

exerting all her chakra to defend the village, Tsunade was left in a comatose state. Naruto, on the

other hand, was finally acknowledged as a hero overwhelmingly by the previously hostile

villagers. This enlightening battle helped Naruto learn of some of his lineage, along with the

experience of loss Sasuke stated he knew nothing of, and would spur Naruto on to find peace. The

Fire Daimyō and the rest of the village's governing body assembled, and Danzō was appointed by

the Fire Daimyō as the acting Sixth Hokage until a vote of confidence can be held. His first act as

the acting leader was to have Sasuke Uchiha classified as a missing-nin and marked for

assassination. At this point an envoy from Kumogakure arrived with a request from the Fourth

Raikage for all information regarding Sasuke Uchiha. At virtually the same time, the courier bird

arrived from Kumogakure with the invitation to the Summit of the Five Kage.

The 5 kage summit Summit:

Gaara, the Fifth Kazekage of Sunagakure, Ōnoki the Third Tsuchikage of Iwagakure, and Mei

Terumī, the Fifth Mizukage of Kirigakure departed from their villages with two guards each, as

requested by the Fourth Raikage, to the location of the summit, the Land of Iron. Before leaving

for the Land of Iron, Danzō ordered Root members Dajimu and Terai to find Kabuto before Anko

did, believing Kabuto's information might be helpful in restoring his right arm and eye. On their

way to the summit, Danzō and his bodyguards, Fū Yamanaka and Torune were attacked by

assassins. Danzō uncovered the bandages over his right eye, revealing a bloodshot Sharingan, and

quickly dispatched the attackers.
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Kakashi put two Root members watching Naruto under genjutsu and told Sai to report to Danzō

that Naruto had not left Konoha. Yamato planted tracking devices on Team Samui and followed

them to the Raikage in the Land of Iron. Despite Naruto's desperate pleas even with Kakashi and

Yamato's assistance, A refused to call off the hunt for Sasuke Uchiha and scolded Naruto for

being weak and defending a criminal. Mifune, the leader of the Land of Iron, started the Five

Kage Summit with each Kage's bodyguards looking on. The Kage quickly began to argue due to

ideological differences. Danzō mentioned Killer B, sending A into a rage and prompting all of the

Kage's bodyguards to assume a ready stance. A claimed that each of the other Kage was in some

way responsible for Akatsuki's rise to power: the Fourth Kazekage may have used Akatsuki to

facilitate the Konoha Crush, the Tsuchikage hired Akatsuki to avoid sending inexperienced ninja

of his village into battle, and the Fourth Mizukage, Yagura Karatachi was probably manipulated

by Akatsuki. When Danzō stated that Akatsuki's leader is almost certainly Madara Uchiha,

Mifune proposed that the five countries unite to eliminate Akatsuki and that Danzō lead the

alliance. Ao, Terumī's bodyguard, with his Byakugan discovered Danzō's secret use of Shisui

Uchiha's Sharingan to manipulate Mifune's decision. Suddenly, White Zetsu appeared before the

Kage, announcing that Sasuke Uchiha was near. In Konoha, the Konoha 11 discussed the turns of

events and came to the conclusion that they had to hunt down Sasuke before his actions or death

from other ninjas sparked an all-out war between the countries. Shikamaru asked Team 7 for

consent. Sakura left guilt-ridden and distraught after being talked to by Sai and Shikamaru,

decided to find Naruto in the Land of Iron and talked to him herself. She left Konoha with Kiba,

Lee and Sai.

White Zetsu’s Intervention

Zetsu finds Tobi after encountering Taka, revealing that Konoha had already been destroyed and

that Danzō had been named the acting Hokage. He then mentioned to Sasuke that Naruto had

defeated Pain, and was probably stronger than him. When Taka agreed to go to the Kage Summit,

Zetsu split in half, and White Zetsu proceeded to lead Sasuke and his team to the Kage Summit.

White Zetsu stayed with Taka in the Land of Iron, observing the meeting of the Five Kage and

trying to figure out a way to successfully assassinate Danzō. After identifying Danzō, White
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Zetsu managed to slip away from Taka unnoticed. White Zetsu later emerged in the conference

room, telling the five Kage that Sasuke was somewhere around.

This is the current point at which the meeting is taking place

Key issues

Akatsuki

The akatsuki can be considered as a terrorist organization in Naruto whose primary goal is world

domination. It is composed of S class criminals and missing nin and is the most wanted group in

the naruto world.

Their main goal is to capture the jinchurikis and to then extract the bijuu from them, thus killing

them. These bijuus are sometimes called chakra monsters and are differentiated based on the

number of tails they have from one to ten. These bijuu are made up of large amounts of chakra

and are thought to provide military power to the nation possessing them and also act as a

deterrent. Currently, the akatsuki is in control of 7 out of 9 tailed beasts making them even more

dangerous. The current composition of the akatsuki includes zetsu, Kisame Hoshigaki and Tobi

who are currently allied with sasuke uchiha. The akatsuki through Sasuke Uchiha has previously

tried capturing the 8 tails Jinchuriki but has failed to do so. A reason why the Akatsuki was

unchecked in its acquisition of the bijuu could be the lack of coordination between the nations and

also the stigmatization faced by the jinchuriki. As such the 5 kage summit has been convened to

address this issue.



Sasuke Uchiha

Sasuke Uchiha is one of the last surviving members of Konohagakure's Uchiha clan. After his

older brother, Itachi, slaughtered their clan, Sasuke made it his mission in life to avenge them by

killing Itachi. He is added to Team 7 upon becoming a ninja and, through competition with his

rival and best friend, Naruto Uzumaki, Sasuke starts developing his skills. Dissatisfied with his

progress, he defects from Konoha so that he can acquire the strength needed to exact his revenge.

His years of seeking vengeance and his actions that followed become increasingly demanding,

irrational and isolates him from others, leading him to be branded as an international criminal. He

Taka (鷹), originally Hebi (蛇), was a team created by Sasuke Uchiha with the initial objective of

locating Itachi Uchiha, and preventing anyone from interrupting Sasuke's battle with him. Tobi

offers to help Taka destroy Konoha, but in exchange first asks that they help Akatsuki by going to

Kumogakure to capture the Eight-Tails. Sasuke agrees but makes it clear he plans to kill only the

elders involved in the massacre and the rest of the villagers will be spared. They track the

Eight-Tails' jinchūriki, Killer B, to the Valley of Clouds and Lightning and confront him. Sasuke

and Suigetsu attack him with their swords, but he proves to be a better swordsman than they are

and stabs Sasuke with several of his Supervibrato Lightning Release Swords. After Karin heals

his injuries, Sasuke attacks B with Chidori, but it has little effect. B enters a version 1 form and

attacks. Sasuke, recognising it from his fight with Naruto, tries halting B with a genjutsu. B

pretends to be paralysed by it, causing Sasuke to lower his guard and allowing B to hit him with a

Lariat. However, they end up unsuccessful in their attempts to capture killer B and it is clear from

sasuke's actions that he has betrayed the leaf and has chosen to side with the akatsuki. However,

Naruto being one of sasuke's oldest friends continues to advocate and preaches for other nations

to forgive sasuke although his attempts have not had much impact. The konoha elders treat sasuke

as a rebellious shinobi and team 11 with the exclusion of Naruto also decide that sasuke must be

eliminated in order to maintain peace and to prevent konoha from being implicated in his future

crimes. Thus, the issue of dealing with sasuke uchiha is also an important area of discussion in the

summit.
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Questions to consider

1. What steps can the 5 great nations take to prevent the akatsuki from acquiring any

more Bijuu?

2. How should the nations respond to the threat of Sasuke Uchiha? Should he be

given leniency for his crimes or should he be universally considered as a

missing-nin and a wanted criminal?

3. How should the allied shinobi forces coordinate with each other to combat the

Akatsuki?

4. Should the existing Jinchuriki be hidden away or be allowed to assist in the

subjugation of the akatsuki? Should they be allowed to do as they wish even though

the Akatsuki is after their tailed beasts?



Introduction to Directive writing

As previously stated directives are one of the most important aspects of any crisis committee and

directives are how the delegates will be able to take action through their characters in committee.

You will be able to influence what happens in the committee through these directives and updates

will be provided accordingly. As stated everything after the freeze will be considered null and

void and we will only consider what has happened up till the point of the freeze date and the crisis

updates given will be considered instead of the actual facts of the anime.

Please note that whether or not your directives will pass depends on the discretion of the
executive board. For the highest chance of having your directives pass, we encourage all delegates
to be as detailed and specific as possible to avoid any ambiguity. However, do not list down
redundant or unnecessary details simply for the purpose of stating them. Ensure that all details
provided are important to the outcome of the directive.

Before moving on to the format, it is important to understand the types of directives. Directives
can be sent either by a single delegate or can be sent by multiple directives in what is known as a
joint directive. Please understand that the action you will take in committee will to some extent be
restricted by your portfolio in committee (For example, if you are acting as the Kazekage you
cannot unilaterally take actions on behalf of Konoha without consulting the Konoha authorities).
But we do not want to impose the ability of your portfolio as a limiting factor to what your
character can do in committee, so we encourage working together with each other to take a wider
and broader plan of action. You do not have to purely limit your action to your character which
can be possible by working and suggesting ideas to each other.

There are also overt and covert directives which are explained below:



Overt directives

By default, every directive is considered to be an overt directive. What an overt
directive means is that the outcome and contents of your directive will be revealed
to the entire committee.

Covert directives

As the word covert suggests, covert directives are used when you want to pursue
clandestine or secret activities. If you want to send in a directive but do not want the
committee to know who has sent in the directive and want to keep your character's
name out of the update, then you can choose to send in a covert directive. Only the
outcome of the covert directives will be given to the delegate who has sent it
specifically or will be revealed to the committee in its entirety based on the nature
of the directive. These activities include those such as espionage or intelligence
gathering activities which cannot be revealed to others and must be exercised with
discretion. However, please keep in mind that the outcomes of certain directives
cannot be kept secretive and the outcomes of these would be revealed to the entire
committee even if it has been listed as a covert directive (For example the mass
movement of troops which is not possible to hide).

Both directives are essential to the functioning of the committee and please keep in
mind that it is important to mention whether it is a covert or overt directive.

Directive format

Title: Name of the directive and is upto the discretion of the delegates.

From: Mention the portfolio allotted to you (For example Naruto Uzumaki or Kakashi Hatake) so
the EB knows the sender of the directive. In case of a joint directive, mention the names of all the
delegates putting forth the directive.

Type: Whether it is an overt or covert directive.



Primary objective: A short one or two line statement which states the primary purpose that your
directive wants to accomplish.

Secondary objective: An additional goal that you hope to achieve through this directive. It is
optional to have a secondary objective and your main focus should always be on achieving the
primary purpose of your directive.

Materials required: Mention what resources you require to execute this directive.

Mission brief: A short description or summary of what your directive hopes to achieve.

Plan of action: The key aspect of a directive in which you mention step by step how exactly you
hope to achieve the objective outlined in the directive. Try to make it as detailed as possible for
the highest chance of passing it and to ensure the proper implementation of the directive.

The purpose of any directive is to achieve the primary objective which should be a specific goal
using the most effective means. For example, let us consider a directive within the context of the
anime. If the primary objective of your directive is to let’s say infiltrate a neighboring shinobi
country, in this directive you should mention who and how many shinobi should infiltrate it, the
duration of the mission, for what purpose, how they will infiltrate and other relevant details. Or if
you want to send a subjugation party for a particular shinobi, you will need to mention when it
will be carried out and by who, how you want to capture the shinobi. It would also be helpful to
mention what jutsu or methods you want to use or how you want to subjugate the shinobi. Details
such as the clothing you need to wear or similar details will not be necessary.


